
an express delegation, Judge Ginsburg dissented in part. L 
"In his thorough and well-reasoned opinion, Judge Ginsburg expressed the view that S 760 
(d)(2)(B) contains no express delegation of authority to tribes. He began by noting the gene- 
rule that because "an Indian tribe lacks inherent authority to regulate the conduct of a 
nonmember on land he owns within the boundaries of the tribe's reservation, " a tribe may 
exercise such authority only by "express congressional delegation.''' Froi text ofBugenigV 
HwpJa_Valley.Tnbe decision 
r 

BUGENIG v HOOPA VALLEY TRIBE # 9915654 

October 3,2000 

The ruling states in part, "Supreme Court precedent establishes the existence of a 
presumption against tribal jurisdiction over nonmembers: "exercise of tribal power beyond what 
is necessary to protect tribal self-government or to control internal relations is inconsistent with 
the dependent status of the tribes, and so cannot survive without express congressional 
delegation." Montana, 450 U.S. at 544 (emphasis added). As Montana and Strate make clear, 
tribal jurisdiction over nonmembers is highly disfavored in light of the tribes' "diminished status 
as sovereigns." Id. at 565. In light of this presumption against such extraordinary grants of 
power, we believe it appropriate to adopt in this context a "clear statement rule": Congress can 
make express delegations of power to Indian tribes to regulate 

the actions of nonmembers, but because of the presumption against tribal jurisdiction over 
nonmembers, any such delegation must truly be "express." If Congress uses the 
"notwithstanding proviso," which is an easily invoked, Court-approved "gold standard" for 
delegation, then an appropriate delegation has been made. If a tribe claims that some other 
statutory language represents a conferral of jurisdiction, however, any such alternative 
language must, on its face, represent a pellucid delegation of the claimed authority." 

Atkinson Trading Co. v. Shirley, 532 U. S. 

- (2001) (slip op. at 13) 

Tribe has no taxing authority over nonmembers' activities on land held by nonmembers in fee. 
The Navajo Nation's imposition of a hotel occupancy tax upon nonmembers on non-Indian fee 
land within its reservation is invalid. 

Nevada v. Hicks ,99-1994,196 F.3d1020 

9th Cir. 1999, US Supreme Court June 25,2001The Supreme Court held that Tribal authority 
to regulate state officers in executing process related to the off-reservation violation of state 
laws is not essential to tribal self-government or internal relations. The State's interest in 
executing process is considerable, and it no more impairs the Tribes' self-government than 
federal enforcement of federal law impairs state government. The State's interest is not 
diminished because this suit is against officials in their individual capacities. 
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It also ruled that Congress has not stripped the States of their inherent jurisdiction on 
reservations with regard to off-reservation violations of state law. The federal statutory scheme 

I neither prescribes nor suggests that state officers cannot enter a reservation to investigate or 
prosecute such violations. 

Further, the Tribal Court had no jurisdiction over the 51983 claims. Tribal courts are not courts 
of "general jurisdiction." The historical and constitutional assumption of concurrent state-court 
jurisdiction over cases involving federal statutes is missing with respect to tribal courts, and 
their inherent adjudicative jurisdiction over nonmembers is at most only as broad as their 
legislative jurisdiction. Congress has not purported to grant tribal courts jurisdiction over 51983 
claims, and such jurisdiction would create serious anomalies under 28 U. S. C. s1441. 

Finally, petitioners were not required to exhaust their claims in the Tribal Court before bringing 
them in the Federal District Court. Because the rule that tribal courts lack jurisdiction over state 
officials for causes of action relating to their performance of official duties is clear, adherence 
to the tribal exhaustion requirement would serve no purpose other than delay and is therefore 
unnecessary. 
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cording to established tribal procedure or where i t  violates the 
equal protection or  due process clauses of the Indian Bill of Rights. 
Although the denial of Bureau recognition does not make a tribal 
election invalid, i t  does have important consequences when the 
elected officers request BIA assistance or submit a budget for Bur- 
eau approval. Bureau recognition is shown by sending a letter 
to the newly elected council. This decision can be appealed ad- 
ministratively or challenged in court. (See p. 62.) 

A remedy for the violation of voting rights in tribal elections 
may be available by way of a lawsuit under the Indian Bill of 
Rights. (See the procedure discussed on p. 39.) Recently, a success- 
ful suit was brought under the act challenging a violation of the 
"one man, one vote" rule. Tribal voters claimed that their tribal 
voting districts were so uneven in population that some votes 
weighed three times as  much as  others. The court decided that the 
equal protection clause was being violated. It issued an order pre- 
venting the tribe from holding elections under the unequal system 
and requiring that  the tribe either submit a new district plan for 
approval by the court, or that  future elections be held a t  large 
(without the use of voting districts). 

WHAT TO DO ABOUT EQUAL PROTECTION 
VIOLATIONS 

The remedies here are  substantially the same a s  those discussed 
in the due process section. Where the law empowers an agency or 
official to enforce civil rights laws persons discriminated against 
should, among other things, address complaints to the proper agency 
or official. Such persons might also want to explore the possibility 
of bringing a private lawsuit to enforce their rights or to receive 
compensation for  the violation of those rights. (See p. 39, for a 
discussion of private lawsuits undob Federal civil rights laws and 
the Indian Bill of Rights a s  well a s  an explanation of how to secure 
a lawyer.) And, as stated earlier (p. 39) ,  persons tried for a crime 
which violates their equal protection rights can assert these rights 
in their defense. In Federal and State courts, these rights can be 
raised under the Constitution ; in tribal courts they can be asserted 
under the Indian Bill of Rights. 

CHALLENGING A TRIBAL ORDINANCE WHICH 
VIOLATES THE INDIAN BILL OF RIGHTS OR 

TRIBAL CONSTITUTION 

One additional remedy available to tribal Indians is administra- 
tive challenge to acts passed by tribal governments. If a tribal 
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member feels his council has passed a law which violates civil rights 
guarantees he may, in some cases, protest it immediately without 
waiting for it to be enforced. Nearly all tribal constitutions provide 
that  certain resolutions and ordinances shall be reviewed by the 
Secretary of the Interior. Normally, this review is initiated by the 
reservation superintendent, acting on the Secretary's behalf. In 
deciding whether to approve a tribal ordinance the superintendent 
has power to decide whether the ordinance violates Federal law in- 
cluding the Indian Bill of Rights, or the tribal constitution. If a 
tribal member believes that his tribal council has passed an 
ordinance which violates due process of law, equal protection of 
the law, or any other civil rights protection, he should write a 
letter to the reservation superintendent stating his reasons for 
believing that  the ordinance is invalid and requesting- the superin- 
tendent to withhold approval. 

The decision of a superintendent to approve a tribal ordinance 
or resolution may be appealed to the area director of the BIA. If 
the area director upholds the ordinance, his decision may be ap- 
pealed to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and ultimately to the 
Secretary of the Interior. 

The decisions of Bureau officials should be appealed in the fol- 
lowing- manner: Within 20 days after the decision has been made 
a letter stating the reasons why the ordinance or resolution in 
question violates civil rights guarantees, and requesting that  the 
decision approving it be reversed, should be sent to t h e  o f f ic ia l  who 
m a d e  the decision. For instance, in order to appeal a decision of 
the superintendent to the area director, the letter should be sent to 
the superintendent. l i e  will add his comments and forward it to 
the area director. A copy of all appeals should be sent to:  

Commissioner 
Bureau of Indian Affairs 
Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20242 

If an individual has difficulty preparing an appeal the law 
requires that  the superintendent provide him with assistance. 
Although legal assistance will be helpful in many cases, i t  is 
not essential to a successful appeal. If an  appeal is taken all the 
way up to the Secretary of the Interior without success, the Sec- 
retary's decision may be challenged in the Federal courts. This 
process, however, is lengthy, complex, and expensive, and will 
usually require the assistance of a lawyer. 
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member feels his council has passed a law which violates civil rights 
guarantees he may, in some cases, protest it immediately without 
waiting for it to be enforced. Nearly all tribal constitutions provide 
that  certain resolutions and ordinances shall be reviewed by the 
Secretary of the Interior. Normally, this review is initiated by the 
reservation superintendent, acting on the Secretary's behalf. In 
deciding whether to approve a tribal ordinance the superintendent 
has power to decide whether the ordinance violates Federal law in- 
cluding the Indian Bill of Rights, or the tribal constitution. If a 
tribal member believes that his tribal council has passed an 
ordinance which violates due process of law, equal protection of 
the law, or any other civil rights protection, he should write a 
letter to the reservation superintendent stating his reasons for 
believing that  the ordinance is invalid and requesting- the superin- 
tendent to withhold approval. 

The decision of a superintendent to approve a tribal ordinance 
or resolution may be appealed to the area director of the BIA. If 
the area director upholds the ordinance, his decision may be ap- 
pealed to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and ultimately to the 
Secretary of the Interior. 

The decisions of Bureau officials should be appealed in the fol- 
lowing- manner: Within 20 days after the decision has been made 
a letter stating the reasons why the ordinance or resolution in 
question violates civil rights guarantees, and requesting that  the 
decision approving it be reversed, should be sent to t h e  o f f ic ia l  who 
m a d e  the decision. For instance, in order to appeal a decision of 
the superintendent to the area director, the letter should be sent to 
the superintendent. l i e  will add his comments and forward it to 
the area director. A copy of all appeals should be sent to:  

Commissioner 
Bureau of Indian Affairs 
Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20242 

If an individual has difficulty preparing an appeal the law 
requires that  the superintendent provide him with assistance. 
Although legal assistance will be helpful in many cases, i t  is 
not essential to a successful appeal. If an  appeal is taken all the 
way up to the Secretary of the Interior without success, the Sec- 
retary's decision may be challenged in the Federal courts. This 
process, however, is lengthy, complex, and expensive, and will 
usually require the assistance of a lawyer. 
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nonresident tribal members may vote by mail; in others they are  
required to come to the reservation in person in order to vote. 

"One Man, One Vote" 
The right to  vote includes the right to political equality. Equal 

protection of the laws requires tha t  once a person has met the basic 
voter qualifications he has  a right to  have his vote weighed equally 
with those of every other voter. This is sometimes called the "one 
man, one vote" rule. No person's vote should count more heavily 
than another's. Voting- districts must have approximately equal 
populations to ensure this right. This rule is probably also appli- 
cable to tribal elections. (See discussion below.) 

Under Federal law, i t  is a criminal offense for  any person, official 
or private, to interfere with the voting rights of others. If, while 
trying to register to  vote or take part in any political party activity 
or meeting", campaign for  office, or participate in a voter education 
drive, o r  to serve as  a n  election official or poll watcher, a person 
has been discriminated against or threatened or injured in any 
way-for example, a beating or loss of job-he slwuld file a com- 
plaint with the U.S. Department of Justice. (See Directory, p. 69.) 

Tribal Voting Rights 
Unlike elect,ions for  Federal, State, and local officials, tribal elec- 

tions a re  not covered directly by the Constitution or Federal Voting 
Rights laws. For  example, the Federal law prohibiting the use of 
literacy tests does not apply to tribal elections. Although the Indian 
Bill of Rights does not specifically mention the right to vote, in 
tribes which have popular elections tribal voting is covered by the 
equal protection and due process clauses of the act. The equal pro- 
tection clause requires that  in tribal elections full and equal voting 
rights must be granted to  all eligible tribal members. Residence 
requirements may, however, be established as a qualification for 
voting in tribal elections. 

One crucial question is whether or  not the act will be applied to 
require tha t  the leaders of all Indian governments be chosen by 
popular elections. Such an  interpretation would be disastrous for  
those Pueblo systems which continue to  choose their leaders through 
traditional nondemocratic means. I t  is unlikely tha t  the courts 
will take this position. 

Tribal election procedures and qualifications must be reasonable 
and nondiscriminatory. A provision, for  example, which would pre- 
vent members of a certain blood quantum from voting or decrease 
the weight of their vote, would appear to be a violation of equal 
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protection of the laws. The equal protection clause requires t ha t  
the "one man, one vote" rule be obeyed in tribal elections. If voting 
districts a r e  used they must  contain approximately equal numbers 
of voters. Established election procedures must  be followed. The  
fai lure of a n  election official to  follow an  election ordinance, there- 
by preventing a tribal member from voting, would be a violation 
of due process of law. 

What to do About Tribal Voting Rights Violations 
If a person has  a complaint regarding tribal elections o r  feels 

tha t  he has been improperly denied his r ight  to vote he should first 
pursue any remedies available to him under tribal law, through the 
tribal court or  election committee. 

Tribal constitutions do not provide for  an  appeal to the BIA 
regarding election disputes. The Bureau has no legal authority to 
declare tribal elections invalid o r  to settle election disputes. On 
the whole, the Bureau considers such problems to be internal tribal 
matters  and will not become involved. The Bureau does, however, 
have the authority t o  refuse to  recognize the results of a n  election 
where evidence indicates t ha t  the election was not conducted ac- 
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cording to  established tribal procedure or where i t  violates the 
equal protection or due process clauses of the Indian Bill of Rights. 
Although the denial of Bureau recognition does not make a tribal 
election invalid, i t  does have important consequences when the 
elected officers request BIA assistance or  submit a budget for  Bur- 
eau approval. Bureau recognition is shown by sending a letter 
to the newly elected council. This decision can be appealed ad- 
ministratively or challenged in court. (See p. 62.) - / 

A remedy for the violation of voting rights in tribal electi< 
may be available by way of a lawsuit under the Indian Bill 
Rights. (See the procedure discussed on p. 39.) Recently, a succe 
ful suit was brought under the act challenging a violation of t 
"one man, one vote" rule. Tribal voters claimed tha t  their t r i l  
voting districts were so uneven in population that  some vot 
weighed three times a s  much a s  others. The court decided that  ti 
equal protection clause was being violated. It issued an order p r  
venting the tribe from holding elections under the unequal systei 
and requiring that  the tribe either submit a new district plan fc  
approval by the court, or that  future elections be held a t  larg 
(without the use of voting districts). 

WHAT TO DO ABOUT EQUAL PROTECTION 
VIOLATIONS 

The remedies here a re  substantially the same as  those discussed 
in the due process section. Where the law empowers an agency or1 
official to enforce civil rights laws persons discriminated against 
should, among other things, address complaints to the proper agency 
or official. Such persons might also want to explore the possibility 
of bringing a private lawsuit to enforce their rights or to receive 
compensation for the violation of those rights. (See p. 39, for a 
discussion of private lawsuits under Federal civil rights laws and 
the Indian Bill of Rights as  well as an explanation of how to secure 
a lawyer.) And, a s  stated earlier (p. 39), persons tried for a crime 
which violates their equal protection rights can assert these rights 
in their defense. In Federal and State courts, these rights can be 
raised under the Constitution; in tribal courts they can be asserted 
under the Indian Bill of Rights. 

CHALLENGING A TRIBAL ORDINANCE WHICH 
VIOLATES THE INDIAN BILL OF RIGHTS OR 

TRIBAL CONSTITUTION 

One additional remedy available to  tribal Indians is administra- 
tive challenge to acts passed by tribal governments. If a tribal 
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school authorities have shown disrespect by attempting to force 
Indian students to  conform to conventional standards. A California 
Indian student recently was awarded $3,500 in damages in a civil 
rights suit against a teacher who had publicly humiliated him 
by cutting his hair in front of his class. 

Freedoms of expression are not absolute. Reasonable limitations 
may be placed on the exercise of speech, press, protest, and assem- 
bly. Obscenity, libel, and slander are not constitutionally protected. 
Criminal conduct is not protected merely because it involves speech. 
A person does not have the right to use speech to cause violence 
or persuade others to do so. Free speech does not allow persons 
to force their beliefs on others. Use of streets and other public 
places can be subject to reasonable limitations so tha t  those using 
them do not interrupt traffic, make excessive noise, or in other 
ways interfere with the rights of others. But official restrictions 
on speech and the press must be limited to what is necessary to 
protect the public welfare. 

Freedom of Expression in the Tribal Setting 
The inclusion of free speech, press, and assembly in the Indian 

Bill of Rights has caused many tribal spokesmen to complain that 
these principles are not part of traditional Indian culture and 
should not be applied to Indian society. They have argued that  
tribes are not ordinary governments, 'but are close-knit, family-like 
groups, and t11:it the exercise of free speech in this atmosphere 
would lead to the disruption of discipline and the breakdown of 
tribal life. 

Congress concluded, however, that  tribal Indians should be en- 
titled to the same freedoms of expression as other American citi- 
zens. Although the courts will, hopefully, demonstrate respect for 
Indian heritage while applying these freedoms, they will not 
a e r a t e  acts by tribal governments which completely ban freedoms 

expression. A tribal council, for instance, cannot prohibit mem- 
bers from distributing- a newspaper on the reservation merely 
because it is critical of the tribal government. Nor can it prevent 
members from assembling peacefully in order to express their 

i d e a s  and listen to the opinions of others. 

WHAT TO DO ABOUT VIOLATIONS OF FREEDOM 
OF RELIGION AND FREEDOM OF SPEECH 

Two basic methods exist to  challenge violations by public of- 
ficials of the rights discussed in the preceding sections. If a person 
is charged under a law which interferes with his constitutional 
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tribe's external relations with nonmembers - unless there has been an express congressional 
delegation of tribal power to the contrary. Montana, supra, at 564. Washington v. Confederated 
Tribes of Colville Indian Reservation, 447 U.S. 134, 153 ; and United States v. Wheeler, 435 U.S. 
31 3, 326 , reconciled. There is no contention here that Congress has expressly delegated 
to the Tribe the power to zone the fee lands of nonmembers. Pp. 425-428. 

Duro v. Reina (1990) 

An Indian tribe may not assert criminal jurisdiction over a nonmember Indian. 

In these rulings, The Supreme Court has described tribal government as a "quasi-sovereign", 
or "domestic, dependent-sovereign". The Court explained that a tribe retains some aspects of 
a sovereign, but only as it relates to a tribe's people, property, and internal affairs. The Court 
has repeatedly stated that, when the tribes executed treaties, they were divested of 
governmental authority over non-tribal people and their property. The Supreme Court 
explained that tribal authority over non-Indians or their property would be inconsistent with the 
most basic principles of democracy, and constitutional protections. 

"Indian reservations and their inhabitants are semi-dependent or totally dependent wards of 
the federal government. This is reality. It is not sovereignty." "Indians have been drafted into 
the armed forces, vote in state and federal elections, and receive federal money. Our actions 
speak louder than our words. Sovereignty is a phrase we have mouthed for over 200 years, 
but this country has never.. .treated Indian tribes with any of the courtesy nor respect accorded 
a true sovereign state or nation, such as a Canada, Mexico, or Great Britain." 
Federal Court Judge Randall, as printed in "Indian Country Today", February 29, 1996 

Hagen v. Utah, #92=6281 

February 23,1994 

The United States Supreme Court Case ruled that large portions of the Uintah and Ouray 
Reservation had been diminished when the reservation was open to non-Indian settlement, 
and that opened lands were no longer located within the Reservation. The court ruled 
"jurisdiction within the exterior boundaries of said Reservation apply only to tribal members an
tribal or trust lands." 

Since 1904 Congress has explicitly authorized and promoted the ownership of reservation lan
by non-members, along with the creation and functioning of local governments under State law
on the Reservations. The U & 0 Tribes had greatly diminished sovereignty over those portions
of the reservation settled by non-Indians. 
Counties with similar circumstances filed Amicus briefs. 

STRATE, BERTHOLD INDIAN RESERVATION V. A-1 CONTRACTOR 
On April 28,1997 

The U.S. Supreme Court handed down a decision that involved a motor vehicle accident on a 
state highway running through a North Dakota Indian Reservation. 
d 
d 
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v Although no tribal members were involved in the accident, Tribal Court attempted to take 
jurisdiction over the matter. In this unanimous landmark decision, the Court held that when an 
accident occurs on a public highway maintained by the State, civil action against negligent 
nonmembers falls within state or federal regulatory and adjudicatory governance; (absent a 
statute or treaty allowing the tribe,) tribal courts may not exercise jurisdiction in such cases. 

AS 10 nonmembers, a tribal court's inherent adjudicatory authority is at most as broad as the 
tribe's regulatory authority". (from Nevada v. Hicks, in reference to A- 1 Contractor ruling). 

Some believe this decision is a stepping stone in the upholding of nonmember property rights 
overall. Various county and non-member parties filed amicus briefs in this case. 

ALASKA VS. NATIVE VILLAGE OF .Vâ‚¬NET TRIBAL GOVERNMENT 96-1 577 
February 25,1998 

U.S. Supreme Court held: This tribe's land is not "Indian Country." 
1943- Reservation created for the Neets'aii Gwich'in Indians on @I .8 million acres surrounding 
Venetie in Alaska. 
1971 - Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act revoked Venetie Reservation and others; 
completely extinguished all aboriginal claims to Alaska land; and transferred $962.5 million in 
Federal funds and @ 44 million acres of Alaska land to state-chartered private business 
corporations to be formed by Alaska Natives. Corporations received fee simple title to the 
transferred land. 
1973- Two Neets'aii Gwich in Corporations used provision allowing them to retake title to 
former reservation land and forgo money, etc. U.S. transferred land to former reservation as 
tenants in common: later to tribal council. 
1986- Alaska built a public school in Venetie. Alaska and private contractor refused to pay tribe 
taxes for doing business on tribal land. 

SOUTH DAKOTA VS. YANKTON SIOUX TRIBE, 96-1 581. 
In January 1998 

A unanimous Supreme Court decision was made in favor of the State. The Supreme Court had 
agreed to decide whether some 430,000 acres in South Dakota must be considered a 
reservation of the Yankton Sioux Indian tribe. 
State officials' argued that much of the land's reservation status ended during the 1890s when 
the tribe sold it to the government. 
In an 1858 treaty with the U.S. government, the Yankton Sioux exchanged 11 million acres for 
cash and a 430,000-acre reservation in southern South Dakota 

Arizona Publi-cSSeyice Co. v. E-PA., 21 1 F.3d 1280, 1300 

D.C. Cir. 2000 

"The D.C. Circuit was called upon to determine whether 42 U.S.C.S 7601 (d)(2)(B), a provision 
of the Clean Air Act, delegates to Indian tribes the authority to enforce the Clean Air Act on 
nonmember fee-owned land within a reservation. A majority of the court upheld the provision 
as a delegation based on its review of specific language in the statute that it found to establish 



school authorities have shown disrespect by attempting to force 
Indian students to conform to conventional standards. A California 
Indian student recently was awarded $3,500 in damages in a civil 
rights suit against a teacher who had publicly humiliated him 
by cutting his hair in front of his class. 

Freedoms of expression are not absolute. Reasonable limitations 
may be placed on the  exercise of speech, press, protest, and assem- 
bly. Obscenity, libel, and slander are not constitutionally protected. 
Criminal conduct is  not protected merely because i t  involves speech. 
A person does not have the right to use speech to cause violence 
or persuade others to  do so. Free speech does not allow persons 
to force their beliefs on others. Use of streets and other public 
places can be subject to reasonable limitations so tha t  those using 
them do not interrupt traffic, make excessive noise, or in other 
ways interfere with the rights of others. But official restrictions 
on speech and the press must be limited to what is necessary to 
protect the public welfare. 

Freedom of Expression in the Tribal Setting 
The inclusion of free speech, press, and assembly in the Indian 

Bill of Rights has caused many tribal spokesmen to complain that 
these principles are not part  of traditional Indian culture and 
should not be applied to Indian society. They have argued that  
tribes are not ordinary governments, but are close-knit, family-like 
groups, and that the  exercise of free speech in this atmosphere 
would lead to the disruption of discipline and the breakdown of 
tribal life. 

Congress concluded, however, that  tribal Indians should be en- 
titled to the same freedoms of expression as  other American citi- 
zens. Although the courts will, hopefully, demonstrate respect for 
Indian heritage while applying these freedoms, they will not 
tolerate acts by tribal governments which completely ban freedoms 
of expression. A tribal council, for instance, cannot prohibit mem- 
bers from distributing a newspaper on the reservation merely 
because i t  is critical of the tribal government. Nor can it prevent 
members from assembling peacefully in order to express their 
ideas and listen to the opinions of others. 

WHAT TO DO ABOUT VIOLATIONS OF FREEDOM 
OF RELIGION AND FREEDOM OF SPEECH 

Two basic methods exist to  challenge violations by public of- 
ficials of the rights discussed in the preceding sections. If a person 
is charged under a law wliich interferes with his constitutional 
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rights, those rights may be raised in his defense. If those rights 
have been violated in some other manner, he may sue the official 
responsible under State law or under Federal civil rights laws. Such 
suits may result in money damages to compensate the victim for 
violation of his rights, a court order prohibiting the officials from 
interfering with his rights in the future, or both. Each of these 
remedies is discussed on pp. 39-40. 
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